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1. Project Summary
EXMO, one of the leading cryptocurrency exchange platforms, is launching a token
sale to support the ambitious goal of adding a Margin Loan service to its platform.
In order to cover traders’ demand for margin loans, as well as to enable the
overall platform development, EXMO will attract additional investment capital by
issuing its very own tokens called EXMO Coin (EXO).
The EXMO platform has been operating since 2013, and it is a cryptocurrency
trading destination for the over 1 400 000 registered users from all around the
world. The Exchange has showcased fast growth over the years of its existence and
an increased year-on-year performance (2017 has seen a 250% surge in our clients’
base).

Key facts about the Crowdsale:
Investors, or EXO token holders, will receive 50% of the revenue derived from
margin loans distributed among them in the form of dividends on a monthly
basis. The said revenue is to be received from the turnover of funds raised in
the course of the Crowdsale. Dividends on EXO tokens are to be distributed
among their holders based on the quantity of tokens owned. In the meantime,
EXMO Coins must be kept in the EXMO exchange system
The key objective behind the Crowdsale is the speedy development of the
EXMO exchange platform
EXO tokens will be issued by the operating, already profitable business (unlike
the majority of other ICO projects), which tends to be a great advantage for
both the Exchange platform, and the token investors
By investing in the EXMO exchange development, the token holders receive
EXMO Coins, and their value will further correlate with other currency exchange
rates on the EXMO exchange platform
95% of funds raised during the Crowdsale will be directed into the growth of
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financial indicators of the Exchange
Upon reaching the amount of $250–$300 million in raised investment, the
Exchange will aim at acquiring its competitors (M&A). This will be done with a
view to increase the capitalisation and scalability in the new markets. Following
this strategy, EXMO Coin will be listed on several exchanges simultaneously,
which will increase the profit from margin lending (under condition that the
acquired companies will offer margin loans).
EXMO guarantees the EXO token buyout (see Buyout warranty).
Following the Crowdsale, EXO token will be listed on the EXMO Exchange and
traded in currency pairs such as EXO/BTC, EXO/ETH.

The Investment allocation scheme
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2. Background and start
2.1 The EXMO History
The team of EXMO is comprised of stellar professionals from all over the worlddevelopers from Spain, Russia, India, and Thailand, as well as the best financial
minds from the UK, the USA, Lithuania and Singapore. They worked on creation
and continue developing one of the most user-friendly cryptocurrency exchanges.
Cryptocurrencies are making financial transactions easier and more secure. This is
why our team is actively engaged in the development of Blockchain technology
and has been successfully contributing to the cryptocurrency ecosystem for over
five years.

Development Milestones:
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Exchange Ratings:
Trades per
minute
24 hour
volume, USD

Bitcoin
exchanges
24 Hour
Volume BTC
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Reputation
EXMO in numbers
five years on the market
over 1,400,000 users from all over the world
200,000 daily visitors to the EXMO platform
10,000 – the average daily number of new registrations
400,000 BTC – the average monthly trading volume
48 active currency trading pairs (19 unique currencies)
in the TOP-10 World’s best exchanges according to bitcoinity.org rating
the TOP-1 cryptocurrency exchange in Europe
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2.3 EXMO Growth Rate
Growth of customer base

Trading volume for the year, $
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Customer base as of today: over 1 400 000
The number of deals made through the platform grew by 50 times over the last
three-and-a-half years: from 591k in 2014 to 30M in 2017
The trading volume has been increased in 19 times since 2014: from $192M in
2014 to $3,7B in 2017
We grew significantly in the course of the last three-and-a-half years.
Nevertheless, we are eager to build on the pace of our previous performance, and
expand even more.
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3. Cryptocurrency exchange
and overall market
3.1 The Cryptocurrency Market Capitalisation
As of 29.11.2017, the overall cryptocurrency market capitalisation was over $328B
with that of Bitcoin being $182 B, Ethereum $46 B, and $10B for Ripple. This
indicator has increased by 2733% since September 14, 2016.
Nevertheless, at the beginning of 2018 the cryptocurrency market fell down as well
as capitalisation of many cryptocurrencies. Overall market capitalisation returned
to the end of November 2017 level.
We work passionately, develop platform and support comfortable work for EXMO
clients in this period.
Our main aim now is to support platform development for EXMO’s future rapid
growth.

A source: https://coinmarketcap.com/charts/
The number of cryptocurrency wallet holders also grows rapidly with a
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development of market infrastructure. The growth in the number of Blockchain
wallets (from the first quarter of 2012 to the 2nd quarter of 2017) A source:
https://www.statista.com/statistics/647374/worldwide-blockchain-wallet-users/

The market of Ethereum and other tokens has been growing by 300,000% on
average year-on-year (or by 6.7 times monthly) since January 2017. We cannot be
100% sure of the further market growth stability. Based on the existing
predictions, we may assume that the future market growth will range from 40% to
100% a year.
Since the trading growth, as well as the general Exchange performance, correlate
with the overall market development, we have predicted and visualised three
growth scenarios for growth on trades volume on the exchange.
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3.2 Competitive advantages of the Exchange
The EXMO Exchange is launching a new service, which is aimed at increasing its
profit with additional fees for using the borrowed funds. Margin loan service will
increase the Exchange popularity, and as a result the trading revenue will also
increase.
According to statistics, only 25% of Silicon Valley startups succeeded in the past 6
years. Given the fact that they tend to be developing their projects “from scratch”
and doing so in the best possible place on Earth for such matters, we might
assume that the startup success rate elsewhere might be only about 10%. We are
not trying to underestimate the new rising projects potential, though we strongly
believe that investing into the existing product and an already successful business
has much fewer risks for investors.
EXMO is a universal investment transaction platform, that allows its users to trade
between each other using various cryptocurrencies, as well as fiat money. The
EXMO business model is built to enable users to easily buy, sell or exchange
cryptocurrencies without intermediaries.

3.3 The EXMO Competitors Offering Margin Loan Service
EXMO, as an active cryptocurrency trading market participant, has a number of
competitors, namely the leaders of the cryptocurrency exchange market with
significant trading volumes and extensive number of traders.
That being said, we have a solid plan for our further development, and we know
how to become the market leader within the next five years.

Our main competitors are:
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What differentiates EXMO:
offering margin loans in 2 fiat currencies (USD, RUB)
having over five years of cryptocurrency trading experience
providing easy access to the loan service
being the leader on the ECA markets
providing cashback from fees, based on the trading volume
offering Ex-code service

3.4 The Growth and Development Outlook
There are dozens of ICOs showing up every day. Various sources are trying to
evaluate all the possible associated risks and opportunities using a variety of
methods and techniques. All in all, plenty of projects that get financed through
ICOs never grow up to see the implementation of the initial plans outlined in their
White Papers. Hence, investors should always consider all the risks related to the
development of the projects that they are investing in.
One of the key features of EXO(EXMO Coin) token is its correlation to the EXMO
Exchange operation. We are continuously developing the project and adding new
services to the existing ones on the platform. Thereby, we can openly claim that
there are no risks associated with investing in our project. The existing active
profitable Exchange is our guarantee of the project’s stable development.
The EXMO Coin (EXO) tokens that are going to be distributed among investors
during the Crowdsale will be profitable. Every token holder will receive the
corresponding dividends from their EXO tokens.
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4. Development plan
4.1 Fundamentals: Where We are Now
The number of traded pairs:

48
The number of connected
exchangers (as of Nov 22, 2017):

135
Available fiat currencies:

5
Average trading volume per month:

400 000btc
Tools utilised:
1. Market Orders
2. Fixed Orders
3. The Ex-code service is the only unique alternative for transferring any assets
with no associated fees outside the exchange space.
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4.2 Development Plan for 2018-2022 (The Roadmap)
The EXMO development plan for the next 5 years involves a lot of changes in the
platform`s operation. Visualised are some of the main development milestones.
You may get acquainted with a more detailed plan below.
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2018
Margin Loans added to the platform
PAMM account mechanism implementation
The number of 150 traded currency pairs reached
The number of traded fiat currencies expanded
Functionality expansion, as well as introduction of the trading system
innovations such as the Automated Algorithmic Trading Systems (bots), and a
terminal for professional trading
Licenses received: EMI, Сurrency Transactions Execution, FCI brokerage
financial license, PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Security Standards Council)
certification for working with Visa and MasterCard
Implementation of complex orders for professional trading
Acquisition of other regional exchanges to facilitate entry into new markets

2019
New York representative office opening
The instant world news system added to the platform
Communication protocol (FIX API)
EXMO Coin among the TOP-10 altcoins
Japan representative office opening
A trading school establishment
Futures contracts added
Partnership with liquidity exchange systems between cryptocurrency
exchanges
Implementation of Big Data and Machine Learning on the platform
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2020
EXMO among the TOP-3 global exchanges
Implementation of tools facilitating the cryptocurrency market entry for
companies that work with fiat currencies
The number of traded currency pairs increased to 300

2021
Shanghai representative office opening
The volume of marginal loans exceeds $1B per year
Brazil representative office opening

2022
EXMO becomes the market leader
The number of active traders increases to 650,000
The Exchange’s revenue from margin loans reaches $2B
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4.3 Margin Loans Implementation Objectives
Why are we adding the Margin Loan feature?
Margin loans allow traders with limited capital to earn more. Margin loans are
mostly used for short position trading.
Margin loans are actual and profitable for users as well as for exchange. It’s
additional profit for exchange and additional possibility for traders to make
money with EXMO.
Makes it possible for traders with small capital to earn more. It’s important
and used for Short and Long trading.
Non-purpose loan. It’s given not for deal, but for a time.
Percents on the loan is accrued on a daily basis, but debited from the
account at the time of return.
1:2 leverage. Small leverage is a plus for a user and an exchange.
Maximum credit amount - $500

How does EXMO beneﬁt from it?
It constitutes an additional profit tool for EXMO, as the trading volume increases
substantially, so do the volume of offers and the platform’s popularity among
traders.

How does traders benefit from it?
Margin loans for traders is an additional instrument to earn.
EXMO establishes convenient conditions for exchange users:
- Non-purpose loan. It’s given not for deal, but for a time.
-Procents on the loan is accrued on a daily basis, but debited from the account at
the time of return.
-1:2 leverage. Small leverage will help to use margin measuredly and control your
profit and losses.
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The projected growth of income from margin loans

What are the Risks for the Exchange?
The Exchange is facing a risk of a price gap possibility, as well as a stop-out. Since
we are going to establish an insurance fund to cover for the potential price gap,
we are minimizing the possible losses with the available funds.

What currency pairs can one get a Margin Loan for (in 2018)?
BTC/USD, BTC/RUB, ETH/BTC
Leverage: 1:2 in 2018. Later the leverage will be increased to 1:3.

4.4 Marketing and Product Strategy
From the start of the Crowdsale we are planning to increase the budget for
promotion and attracting new users by 300%. Marketing is an essential part of the
platform development strategy. Attracting new traders, retaining the existing ones,
growing and nurturing the overall platform reputation are paramount for the
future of EXMO expansion.
marketing support for the project after entering new markets
the budget for PPC, СPA, SEO, SMM and Media buying increased
development of a YouTube channel and video-content for traders
participation in industry events and meetups
PR and SERM
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5. Introduction to the
Crowdsale
5.1 What is the Point of the Crowdsale?
Our goal is to become the largest cryptocurrency Exchange in
the world!
Why Crowdsale
We believe that the EXMO Coin Crowdsale is the most convenient and profitable
method for both parties to attract funds. The EXMO Exchange immediately
operates in the cryptocurrency field, thus, introducing the profitable EXMO Coin is
logical and beneficial for both the investors and the EXMO platform.
Currently, EXMO is involved with developing solutions allowing the transfer of
traditional trading tools from the fiat trading platforms onto the cryptocurrency
exchange.
Our goal is to achieve $300M to enable EXMO’s stellar development and covering
an ever-increasing demand for margin loans. Margin loans will allow traders to
substantially increase trading volumes, and for EXMO to be among the market
leaders while competing with the biggest existing exchanges in the next five years.
In the meantime, the daily trading volume is planned to be increased by 120 times.
After analysing the platform growth for the past five years, we can strongly assert
that the plans outlined within this paper are feasible and achievable (see The
Background and the Start).
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The funds raised for EXMO’s development will be used to contribute to the trading
growth, and boosting the company’s reputation on the cryptocurrency market:

Margin loans:

The business geography expansion:

supporting the fund
for giving out loans

opening new offices, participating in
international events

Various licenses

Technical developments:

obtained for strengthning the
bussiness's legal structure

implementing new services, tools. new
trading pairs, and analytics systems

Marketing:

Education:

promotional activities for platform
popularisation, and increasing the traders
base from all over the world

the creation of trading
school on platform
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Media Coverage about EXMO Coin:
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5.2 Connection Between Loans, the Exchange, and the Market
The Margin Loan service was introduced to the platform this year. Its main task is
increasing the trading volumes on the Exchange. The increasing demand for loans
requires significant capital investment, as well as the development of specific
features and tools on the Exchange. This is why most of the investment attracted
during the ICO will be channeled into covering the demand for loans, and the
Exchange functionality development. On top of that, introducing the margin loan
service will increase liquidity on the Exchange.
Currently, we work with 5 fiat currencies: USD, EUR, RUB, PLN and UAH.

Margin Loan Terms and Conditions on EXMO:
1. Accepting the User Agreement.
2. Mandatory verification (including the provision of scanned copies of specific
documents).
3. Availability of assets required to obtain a minimum loan in the selected
currency, bearing in mind the corresponding interest costs accrued.
The loans are currently offered for the most popular currencies based on our
internal demand analysis: BTC, USD, RUB, ETH. In the meantime, we are constantly
monitoring our users’ demand for various currencies, and we plan to expand the
currency range offered for margin trading.
The interest accrued for using borrowed funds is 0.08% of the borrowed amount
for each day of using the loan.
The loan repayment is to be made in the currency that was borrowed. If the user
has no available funds in the required currency, however, and owns the necessary
amount in another currency, they may convert it (by completing the corresponding
exchange transactions) into the loan currency, and settle the debt with the
Exchange.

Planned Loan Rates:
0,07% per day (25,55% per year) in cryptocurrency, 0,08% per day (29,2% per year)
in fiat currency. Rates are not fixed: depending on the demand for loans, they will
increase - till 0,2% per day (73% per year) in fiat currency and 0,22% per day (80,3%
per year) in cryptocurrency. Aggregated: from 29,2% till 53% per year. 50% of funds
raised during the crowdsale will be used to cover the demand on margin loans.
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5.3 EXMO Coin
Details
EXMO Coin (EXO) entitles its holder to receive a part of the company’s profit from
margin loans. Investors, or EXO token holders, will receive 50% of the revenue
derived from margin loans distributed among them in the form of dividends on a
monthly basis. The said revenue is to be received from the turnover of funds
raised in the course of the Crowdsale. Dividends on EXO tokens are to be
distributed among their holders based on the quantity of tokens owned.
EXMO Coin is a unique business model in the cryptocurrency world, as it enables
investors to grow their crypto capital while staying confident about their
investment security.
The ERC20 standard makes the assets easily interchangeable and ensures they can
work with Dapps that adhere to the same standard.
The EXO token price during the Crowdsale: 1 EXO= $1
During the main Crowdsale, EXO tokens can be purchased for Bitcoin, Litecoin,
Dash and Ethereum currencies.

The EXMO Coin Exchange Rate
50% of the funds raised during the EXMO Coin Crowdsale will be channeled into
the Margin Loan fund.
Since there will be no further EXMO Coin release after the main Crowdsale, the
entire value of the currency will be distributed among the already released EXO
tokens. The EXO price will be backed up by the currencies used in margin loans
and the corresponding revenue of the Exchange.
The dividends deriving from the Exchange’s revenue will be distributed to all the
token holders in EXO tokens. Their owned EXO tokens are to be kept on the
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Exchange platform at the time of dividends’ distribution.
The EXO token exchange rate is correlated with the exchange rates of currencies
used for issuing margin loans and generating the platform’s income.

Obtaining and Usage
EXO tokens will be accrued according to the smart contract immediately after the
transaction verification, but will be blocked until the completion of the Crowdsale.
EXO tokens will be unlocked after 14 days past the Crowdsale date and will be
traded on the EXMO Exchange. Later on, EXO will be also listed on other
cryptocurrency exchanges.
The first trading pairs with EXMO Coin:
EXO/BTC, EXO/ETH.
Our goal is to attract $300M through exchanging EXO for Bitcoin, Litecoin, Dash
and Ethereum. After reaching the hard cap, the additional EXMO Coin release is
not possible within the Crowdsale.

5.4 The EXO Exchange Rate Growth Potential
The EXMO Coin exchange rate will increase under the following conditions:
the growing prices of cryptocurrencies used in margin loans
the growing demand for the Margin Loan service
the increasing number of traders on the Exchange
the Exchange development, and introduction of new modern tools on its
platform
the increasing demand for the EXMO Coin purchase and sale on other
exchanges
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Investment Security
1. Insurance Fund
5% of the attracted funds will be directed into a dedicated fund to cover the risks
associated with margin loans.

2. The Buyout Guarantee
EXMO guarantees the buyout of EXO tokens under the following conditions:
until April 1, 2025: with the discounted market price of 20% below the market rate,
but not more than $0.8;
after April 1, 2025: with the market price, but not more than $1 for 1 EXO; The
preterm EXO buyout is possible no earlier than April 1, 2020.
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5.5 The Beneﬁts for
Investors

EXO tokens are issued by an
operating, profitable business

50% of the revenue from margin loans is
distributed among all EXO Coin holders,
which is a guarantee of regular dividents

The EXO exchange rate growth is guaranteed
thanks to the growing demand for it, along
with the overall Exchange and other cryptocurrencies exchange rates growth

Availability of the clear development
plan until 2022

The guaranteed token buyout
from its holders

Insurance Fund

What can you do with an EXO token:
1. Keep it to receive the monthly dividends.
2. Trade it on the Exchange.
3. Exchange it for other cryptocurrencies or fiat money.
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5.6 Smart contract
Тоken EXO
EXO token will be launched on the Ethereum blockchain according to the ERC20
standard. All the ERC20 tokens are supported by the majority of cryptocurrency
exchanges and crypto-wallets that work with Ethereum. The EXO token Smart
contract is written in Solidity by the BlockStarter company.
The maximum number of EXO tokens available for sale:
300M during the main Crowdsale
During the time of Crowdsale the investments will be received onto the unique
addresses in the Ethereum network generated for each specific investor. This
approach was selected based on the following requirements to token sales:
Each investor’s unique identification with their transactions in Ethereum.
The further ability to specify an arbitrary Ethereum or EXMO account address
for accruing the acquired tokens onto them.
The tokens will be accrued to investors’ accounts with an additional Smart
contract: a token distributor. The essence of the process is the following:
The EXMO representative verifies the transaction.
If the transaction is deemed valid, the investor is entitled to specify the
Ethereum address to be used for receiving the corresponding tokens
The token distribution smart contract is instructed to transfer a specific
number of the investor’s tokens to their Ethereum account specified in the
previous step.
The dividends will be accrued based on the number of tokens owned among all
the holders, who will keep their EXO tokens on the EXMO platform during the
dividends distribution. This functionality will not be considered in the token’s
immediate smart contract. The dividends will be accrued strictly according to the
EXMO’s procedure.
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6. The Crowdsale
Conditions of the Main Stage of Funds Attraction for Investors
The Crowdsale dates: September 10 -October 10, 2018.
EXMO Coin (EXO) token grants its holder the right to receive a part of the
company’s profit from a margin loan. All EXO holders are entitled to receive
dividends on a monthly basis corresponding to the quantity of EXMO Coins owned.
50% of the revenue derived from margin loans will be distributed among the EXMO
Coin token holders in the form of dividends on a monthly basis.
Abbreviation: EXO.
Issued in total: 300,000,000 EXO
We are issuing 300 000 000 tokens that will be sold at Crowdsale time. Unsold
tokens will be burnt.
EXO tokens availability: EXO 300,000,000.
Exchange rate: 1 EXO fixed price—$1.
Hard cap $300,000,000 = EXO 300,000,000.
Minimum investment: 15 EXO.
Platform: Ethereum.

The token exchange rate is tied to USD, that is why the number of accrued
tokens depends on cryptocurrency exchange rates to USD on the
exchanges such as EXMO, Poloniex, and Kraken at the moment of
transaction confirmation. The transaction speed may vary depending on
the commission amount.
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7. The Finances
7.1 Distribution of Investments

50% - Demand for Margin Loans Covered:
One of the main goals of the Crowdsale is maintenance of the margin loan system,
which is the base for the EXO holders profit.
Budget: $150,000,000

26% - the Exchange Platform Development:
The Exchange development includes a broad range of works listed in the
Development Plan section.+Bonuses for Early Investors.

10% - Marketing:
The Exchange promotion includes advertising, PR, work with communities, and
context ads. We are striving to attract new traders to the platform, as well as to
boost our reputation as that of a reliable cryptocurrency exchange.
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9% - Licenses:
To work with the fiat currencies the Exchange requires specific licenses. With a
view of facilitating the interaction with the platform for traders and wallet holders
we will allocate 9% of the raised funds ($27,000,000) for necessary licensing.
List of the needed licenses: EMI license for storing money, Foreign Exchange
Regulation, FCI brokerage license, PCI DSS (Payment Card Industry Security
Standards Council) certification, etc.

5% - Insurance Fund
$15,000,000 goes into the insurance fund.

7.2 Various Distribution Scenarios
These are the two options for distributing the raised investments based on the
amounts of the attracted funds.
1. The amount attracted is less than $300M:
65% - Margin Loans
15% - The Platform Development
8% - Marketing
7% - Licensing
5% - Insurance fund
2. The amount attracted is less than $ 150M:
75% - Margin Loans
12% - The Platform Development
5% - Licensing
3% - Marketing
5% - Insurance fund
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7.3 Minimizing the Risks
What are the opportunities to minimize the investment risks?
Insurance fund: - 5% of all the attracted investments channeled into covering the
risks associated with margin loan system.
This 5% is divided between Bitcoin, the Ethereum, the US Dollar and other
currencies.
Distribution by currencies:
30% Bitcoin,
30% Ethereum,
30% USD,
10% other currencies.

7.4 All About the EXMO Coin Proﬁtability
The EXO token entitles its holders to their monthly share of the company’s revenue
derived from the margin loan system. On top of the benefits such as the growth of
the EXO exchange rate predicted in our forecasts, the token holders will receive
the monthly dividends in the form of EXO tokens.
Based on our forecasts, we calculated the possible outcomes for a holder of 1,000
EXO in the course of the next five years (from 2018 until 2022).

1,000 EXO tokens purchased. $ 1 = 1EXO

* We believe, that upon the EXO entering the market with virtually no history yet of dividends
distribution among the EXO holders, the speculative expectations, difficult to foresee, will be
the core factor shaping the EXO’s exchange rate.

After the stable trend of dividends distribution will be established the EXO
exchange rate will become more predictable (the end of 2018).
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8. Team
8.1 The Goal
We are inspired to make EXMO the largest Exchange operating legally throughout
the world. An honest and profitable financial product is what we are offering to
our potential investors.
The EXMO Coin Crowdsale will enable all those interested in the cryptocurrency
market development to have their hand in it. And this, of course, will come with
the ownership of the brand new EXMO Coin tokens, a perfect tool for protecting
and multiplying your crypto assets.

8.2 The Values
Collective
Our team is extremely driven by the prospects presented by the cryptocurrency
industry, and we are fully immersed into the development of the Exchange, as well
as the related projects. We very much believe in the potential of our team, as well
as in that of every single member behind it.

Technologies
The latest technologies are what the modern world revolves around. We are
innately passionate about the most innovative of them all, and believe in the
importance of implementing the most tech-savvy approaches in the operation of
our platform.

Future
We look to the future having in mind that we are moving in the right direction. We
do encourage the Blockchain open system development, and we believe that
cryptocurrencies are the future.
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8.3 The Team

Ivan Petukhovsky

Edward Anufriev

Alex Kostenko

Co-founder at EXMO

Co-founder at EXMO

Project Manager

Sophia Neduzhko

Anatoly Larin

Eugene Pshenychkin

Head of PR

CMO

Loan Expert
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Advisers

Artem Afian

Desmond Marshall

Simon Cocking

Legal Adviser, Juscutum

Founder and MD of Rouge

Crypto-mentor and adviser

Ventures

Giovanni Lesna
Maranetto

Ilya Anikin

ICO, Investment and Strategy
Banking Risk Professional ,
Advisor
ICO Adviser & Blockchain
Strategist
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9. The Crowdsale Timeline

1.12.2017

Announcement

10.09-10.10.2018

The main Crowdsale

24.10.2018

EXO tokens unlocked

31.10.2018

Listing on the EXMO
Exchange

14.11.2018

Accrual of first dividends
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